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Abstract—Mainstream Traffic Flow Control (MTFC) with
Variable Speed Limits (VSL) is a freeway traffic control method
which aims to maximize throughput by regulating the main-
stream flow upstream from a bottleneck. Previous studies in
a macroscopic simulator have shown optimal and feedback
MTFC potential to improve traffic conditions. In this paper,
local feedback MTFC is applied in microscopic simulation for
an on-ramp merge bottleneck. Traffic behavior reveals important
aspects that had not been previously captured in macroscopic
simulation. Mainly, the more realistic VSL application at specific
points instead of along an entire freeway section produces a
slower traffic response to speed limit changes. In addition, the
nonlinear capacity flow/speed limit relation observed in the
microscopic model is more pronounced than what was observed
at the macroscopic level. After appropriate modifications in the
control law significant improvements in traffic conditions are
obtained.

Index Terms—Mainstream traffic flow control. Freeway traffic
control. Variable speed limits. Microscopic traffic simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRAFFIC congestion is a main problem in metropolitan
areas. Congestion is known to reduce the capacity of

freeways [1], with consequences such as increased vehicular
delays, reduced traffic safety, driver stress, and environmental
pollution. Traffic control is seen as a way to prevent or at
least delay the onset of congestion hence improving traffic
conditions.

In the past decade, Variable Speed Limits (VSL) have
emerged as a potential traffic management tool for increas-
ing freeway efficiency, in contrast to earlier safety-oriented
applications. Since then, some works focused on studying
the effects of VSL on traffic behavior, e.g., [2]–[4], while
others proposed traffic management strategies based on dif-
ferent design methodologies and system configurations, such
as shockwave theory [5], feedback control [6], optimal control
[7], and model predictive control [8], just to cite a few. Despite
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of these advances, field implementations of such strategies
have not been reported, with the exception of the successful
field trial of the SPECIALIST strategy [9].

Mainstream Traffic Flow Control (MTFC) on freeways
by use of VSL [10]–[13] aims to maximize throughput by
regulating the mainstream flow upstream from a bottleneck
and has shown promising results in simulation. Studies eval-
uated both an optimal control approach with exact prediction
of traffic flows [11] and a more realistic feedback scheme
deemed suitable for field applications [12]. These studies
were carried using a second-order macroscopic simulation
environment, namely the METANET simulator [14], which
does not model some details that could be interesting from a
practical perspective. Therefore, those results are refined here
with a microscopic traffic simulator, since with the METANET
model:
• speed limit changes affect a whole freeway section, while

in reality the change usually affects vehicles that are
passing by the point where the speed limit is posted;

• as used in previous studies, traffic is deterministic,
whereas real traffic systems are stochastic;

• space and time are discretized in the form of segments
with a given length and simulation time step, which may
restrict admissible lengths for control application.

Although studies [15], [16] question the ability of current
microscopic lane-change models to accurately capture merging
behavior in a congested regime, we consider that:
• appropriate application of MTFC can prevent the onset

of congestion at the bottleneck, therefore establishing a
regime where lane-change models are more accurate;

• a controlled congestion in the application area far up-
stream from the bottleneck will not be affected by lane-
changing behavior at the merge area;

• despite the microscopic merging behavior, the model was
adjusted to give a capacity drop in the aggregate traffic
behavior similar to practical values [17].

In this paper we use the Aimsun Microscopic Traffic Simu-
lator [18]. Aimsun implements two vehicle behavior models:
car-following and lane-changing, both of which can be con-
sidered as developments of the respective Gipps models [19],
[20]. The Aimsun implementation allows a non-deterministic
range of values to be set for several vehicle parameters (i.e.,
each vehicle can have its own acceleration, deceleration, etc.,
randomly sampled from customizable probability distribu-
tions).

Applying feedback MTFC-VSL to a freeway stretch in
Aimsun reveals important aspects of the control method that
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were not considered in previous studies. This paper presents
the following findings:

• for the studied scenario, the relation between flow and
speed limits shows a stronger nonlinearity than what was
observed in previous studies, see, e.g., [13];

• when speed limit changes do not affect a whole section,
i.e., affect only vehicles passing by the posted speed limit,
a slower traffic response results, especially for increasing
speed limits;

• the length of the section where VSL is applied and the
distance between this section and the bottleneck to be
controlled affect the speed of the traffic response to VSL
changes;

• overall, microscopic simulations confirm that MTFC-
VSL can successfully avoid the capacity drop and the
onset of congestion, thereby increasing the performance
of a freeway bottleneck.

Previous works about VSL control strategies in microscopic
simulation environments [6], [21]–[23] focused mainly on
system performance whereas the present study focuses also
on features that affect control design and, as such, anticipates
practical aspects that may appear in reality. A brief review of
mainstream traffic flow control can be found in [12]. Reviews
of the use of VSL for freeway traffic control can be found in
[24], [25]. The feedback MTFC scheme in [12] was extended
in [26] to consider the presence of multiple bottlenecks.

The next section briefly presents the MTFC concept, the
controller design and elaborates on practical control aspects.
Section III presents the simulations goals and setup, as well
as the controller setup. Section IV presents simulation results.
Conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. MTFC-VSL AND CONTROLLLER DESIGN

A. The MTFC Concept

MTFC is a freeway traffic control method which aims to
maximize freeway throughput by controlling the mainstream
traffic flow. The idea is to keep the mainstream traffic flow
upstream from a bottleneck at a sufficiently low level to
avoid congestion and capacity drop at the bottleneck location,
establishing maximum flow.

It is inevitable that by doing so, MTFC induces a controlled
congestion at the location where MTFC is applied. This
congestion, however, is located upstream of the bottleneck.
Thus, it avoids the capacity drop and produces higher outflow
and speed than in the no-control case. In this work we consider
VSL as an MTFC actuator, based on the principle that lower
speed limits induce lower capacity flows [10].

We denote the area subject to VSL as the application area.
Vehicles may leave this area with low speeds, so for them to
reach the critical speed vcr (corresponding to the bottleneck
capacity flow at the critical occupancy ocr) at the bottleneck,
the end of the area should be sufficiently upstream of the
bottleneck. The section between the application area and the
bottleneck is denoted the acceleration area. Figure 1 depicts
both areas for an on-ramp bottleneck.

B. Feedback MTFC-VSL

The control problem is to regulate the occupancy oout of the
bottleneck at a reference value (set-point) ôout by controlling
with VSL the mainstream flow upstream of the bottleneck. We
define a VSL rate 0 < b ≤ 1 as the ratio of the current speed
limit by the nominal speed limit. This is a single-input-single-
output control problem where the VSL rate b and occupancy
oout are the control action and controlled variable, respectively.
A discrete-time linear model for this system is given by [12]:

∆oout(z)

∆b(z)
= K ′ · τ

z + τ − 1
·Kz − α

z − β
(1)

with α, β, τ > 0, and K > 0 being model parameters, and
0 < β < α ≤ 1; z is the discrete-time complex variable;
∆oout is the occupancy variation caused by VSL rate variation
∆b. The model (1) is a transfer function describing the input-
output relation of the traffic behaviour of the freeway. On the
right hand side, the last term describes the dynamic behaviour
of qc due to a speed limit variation (via VSL rate b), the
middle term describes the smoothed and delayed propagation
of flow through the acceleration area, and the left term the
static translation of the inflow to the bottleneck into bottleneck
occupancy. A detailed account of the modelling process is
provided in [12].

Based on model (1) an I-type control structure can be used
to calculate the VSL rate b at instant k:

b(k) = b(k − 1) +KIeo(k) (2)

with KI the integral gain of the controller and eo(k) = ôout−
oout(k) the occupancy control error, with occupancy in %.
We set ôout equal to the critical occupancy ocr for maximum
flow. This control structure was chosen mainly because of its
simplicity (which makes it easier to tune) and showed good
performance in the simulated scenarios. The interested reader
may verify the design of (2) based on (1) by the use of standard
control systems analysis and design tools, see, e.g., [27].

It should be noted that in [13] a cascade and a PI control
structure were applied, possibly because of the long acceler-
ation areas used. In [28] an I-controller was used to relocate
congestion away from populated areas; performance was also
a concern but capacity drop did appear even under control.

C. Nonlinearity of the Capacity Flow/Speed Limit Relation

The shape of the capacity flow/speed limit relation for the
range of allowed speed limits reflects the linearity of the
system and, thus, serves as an indication of the suitability of
the linear control law (2). Figure 2 depicts three normalized
capacity flow/speed limit curves, including one obtained by
[13] with the METANET macroscopic simulator [14] (solid

On-ramp

Acceleration areaVSL application area

Bottleneck

Fig. 1. MTFC-VSL application and acceleration areas
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line) and one obtained in this work with the Aimsun micro-
scopic simulator (dashed line). For each curve, normalization
is performed by dividing the flow observed with each speed
limit by the highest flow observed (i.e., with a nominal speed
limit of 100 km/h). See [13] for details on how to obtain this
curve.

By inspection of Fig. 2, one can see that the Aimsun
curve looks more nonlinear than METANET’s. We use the
least squares method [29] to compare these two curves in a
quantitative way. We compute the quadratic error of each curve
in relation to the line segment that best fits it through the least
squares method, and use this value as an indicator of how
linear each curve is. The lower the error obtained, the more the
curve approaches a linear relation. After normalizing the two
curves in Fig. 2 in the abscissa axis (dividing all speed limits
by 100) and performing the aforementioned procedure, the
values of 0.053 and 0.020 were obtained for the Aimsun and
METANET curves, respectively. Thus, the capacity flow/speed
limit relation obtained with Aimsun is more nonlinear than that
obtained with METANET.

In [13] the METANET capacity flow/speed limit relation
shown in Fig. 2 is approximated as linear with good results.
However, the more pronounced nonlinearity obtained with
Aimsun suggests that a different approach should be sought
since traffic response at very different speed regimes (e.g.,
80 km/h and 20 km/h) is significantly different, rendering the
system difficult to be controlled with a linear controller.

It is hard to know which curve is closer to reality, since
there are few studies about the effects of speed limits in
freeway capacity. See, e.g., [2] and references therein. We can,
however, compare the curves with a simplified model.

In order to perform a simplified analysis on the effects
of variable speed limits in the traffic state, consider two
hypotheses:
• Consider a flow-density fundamental diagram with a

triangular shape as the one in Fig. 3.
• Consider that the speed at which a vehicle travels is the

lowest between the speed resulting from the traffic condi-
tions and the posted speed limit. That is, the traffic state
is bounded to be below both the original fundamental
diagram and the line segment with slope given by the
speed limit. Such consideration is like the one proposed
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Fig. 2. Normalized capacity flow/speed limit relation

in [30]. In this way, the application of a speed limit
v2 affects the shape of the left side of the fundamental
diagram (Fig. 3), forcing the admissible traffic states to
be “below” the line segment with slope v2 that goes
through the origin. A traffic state that is above this line
segment would need to have, by definition, a higher speed
than the speed limit. Thus, lower speed limits affect the
fundamental diagram inducing lower capacity and higher
critical occupancy.

Now, consider two distinct traffic states, represented by two
points (A and B) in the fundamental diagram, as illustrated in
Fig. 3:
• Point A is the critical point (for the nominal speed limit),

in which the freeway is operating at maximum capacity
qcap. By definition, this point has critical density ρcr and
critical speed vcr.

• Point B when subject to a lower speed limit, v2, is also
critical. Speed limit v2 induces a capacity q2, obtained
in the point where the line segment with slope v2 that
goes through the origin meets the nominal fundamental
diagram. Density in this state is given by ρ2.

Given these considerations, by analysing Fig. 3, we can
geometrically derive the freeway capacity qcap(v2) = q2
induced by a speed limit v2 as

q2 =
w + vcr
w + v2

· ρcr · v2, (3)

where ρcr, vcr and w are parameters that can be obtained
empirically. This relation is nonlinear, and q2 is more sensitive
to v2 at lower speed limits.

To compare results given by this model with the relation
obtained through simulation with Aimsun, we can derive the
value of these parameters based on simulator parameters and
simulation results for the no control case (Section IV): qcap =
1850 veh/h/lane, ocr = 19%, with corresponding ρcr = 25
veh/km/lane, vcr = 85 km/h, and w = 10.57 km/h. Based on
(3), a capacity flow/speed limit curve corresponding to these
parameters can be drawn. The dotted curve in Fig. 2, labeled
“triangular model”, corresponds to this relation.

It is clear that the curve obtained with this simplified
model is very close to the curve obtained through simulation

A

B

Fig. 3. Flow-density triangular fundamental diagram. Effect of a speed limit
v2
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with Aimsun. The fact that the simplified model used in this
analysis correlates more to the results obtained with Aimsun
does not necessarily mean this model is closer to reality
than the METANET model. Regardless, it is important to
note that the capacity flow/speed limit relation obtained with
both simulators are significantly different, and that they have
an impact in system dynamics and controller performance.
Should MTFC-VSL be applied in a real location, the study
and validation of this relation is an important step before
implementation.

D. Feedback MTFC-VSL with Gain Scheduling

The nonlinear capacity flow/speed limit relation discussed
in the previous section makes a linear control strategy such as
(2) inadequate to maintain stability at all allowed speed limits,
unless a slow control reaction at high speed limits is tolerated.
To circumvent this problem, gain scheduling [31] is adopted.

With gain scheduling, different integral gains are assigned
for different operation points. The VSL rate b is used to
determine the current point of operation and then the appro-
priate gain is selected. The definition of appropriate gains is
discussed in Section III.

E. Structural Control Aspects

The implementation of MTFC-VSL requires the definition
of the way speed limits are imposed, and of the lengths of the
application and acceleration areas. These aspects affect system
dynamics and are discussed in this section.

1) Ways of applying VSL: we examine two possible ways
of applying VSL. In Section Level VSL (S-VSL), VSL is
applied to a whole freeway section; i.e., all vehicles within
the application area immediately adjust their speeds to the new
speed limit. At the macroscopic level, only S-VSL is possible.
In reality S-VSL requires vehicle-infrastructure integration
systems, such as in [32], or tightly spaced VSL signs.

In contrast, Point Level VSL (P-VSL) considers a more
typical sparse distribution of VSL signs, whereby vehicles
adjust their speed when passing by the VSL sign and maintain
this speed until a new sign indicates a different speed limit
further downstream. Hence, with P-VSL a change in the speed
limit affects only vehicles arriving at the application area with
no effect on vehicles already inside it.

Testing in Aimsun revealed that with P-VSL:
• as could be expected, traffic response to speed limit

changes is slower than with S-VSL, i.e., it takes longer
for changes to have an effect on the merging area;

• the effects on traffic of a VSL increase take longer to
appear than when VSL is decreased; it should be noted
that in the modeling of [33], a similar behavior can be
observed but the authors did not elaborate on its cause;

• a temporary ‘void’ of vehicles may be formed in the
mainstream ahead of the application point when VSL is
decreased.

The space-time diagrams in Fig. 4 illustrate these findings
for an hypothetical freeway section with an application area
from d1 to d2. In a microscopic simulation, VSL changes

between v and v′, with v > v′. The speed limit upstream
and downstream of the application area is v.

For the P-VSL case (Fig. 4(a–b)), a VSL sign is placed at
the entrance of the application area. Fig. 4(a) depicts a VSL
increase from v′ to v at time t1. Vehicles entering the VSL
application area are unable to maintain speed v because of the
presence of slower vehicles ahead moving at speed v′ (dark
area). The delay between increasing the VSL and observing
vehicles at the desired speed leaving the application area varies
according to the difference between v and v′ and the length
of the application area.

Fig. 4(b) depicts a VSL decrease from v to v′ at time t1.
Vehicles in the application area at the time of the speed limit
change maintain speed v, while new ones enter the application
area with speed v′. Thus, the distance between the rear of
the faster platoon and the front of the slower one increases
over time, leading to a temporary ‘void’ of vehicles. If the
application area is sufficiently long and the new speed limit
v′ is sufficiently smaller than v, this leads to a temporary and
significant decrease in flow (and occupancy) downstream until
vehicles traveling at speed v′ reach the bottleneck. If the speed
limit v′ is sufficiently low and the demand sufficiently high,
the outflow after the void has passed will be lower than under
speed limit v.

Fig. 4(c–d) depict the corresponding cases for S-VSL.
Clearly, traffic response is faster in these cases and, conse-
quently, easier to control. Although currently not feasible from
a practical standpoint, the use of S-VSL in field applications
would give the best performance.

2) Length of the application area: the discussion about
P-VSL and S-VSL in the previous section indicates that if
P-VSL is used, longer VSL application areas lead to longer
delays and a slower system, which is undesirable. The effect
of the length of the application area on the traffic response
and system performance is investigated in Section IV.

3) Length of the acceleration area: longer acceleration
areas lead to higher delays in both forms of VSL application,
since vehicles leaving the VSL application area have to cover
a longer distance to reach the bottleneck. This effect should
be less pronounced than the delay caused by larger application
areas, since vehicles usually travel considerably faster in the
acceleration area than in the application area.

More importantly, the length of the acceleration area also
has an effect on the speed at which vehicles reach the
bottleneck (e.g., an acceleration area that is too short might
be insufficient for vehicles to accelerate to vcr). Reaching
the bottleneck with an inadequate speed may compromise
vehicle merging behavior, decreasing system performance. It
follows that there should be an optimal length or range of
lengths for the acceleration area. The effect of the length
of the acceleration area on the traffic response and system
performance is investigated in Section IV.

F. Field Deployment Aspects

There are certain practical aspects that should be considered
before a field deployment of VSL. They are mainly the
discretization of speed limits and the limiting of space and
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time for VSL variation. Although already considered in other
works, such as [12], it is interesting to assess the effect of
these aspects in microscopic simulation.

1) Discrete VSL: the control algorithm delivers real values
for the VSL. However, such values may be unsuitable for
practical application. If that is the case, the speed limit should
be rounded to a value contained in a predefined set of allowed
speed limits, such as VSL ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 90, 100} km/h.

2) Limited VSL time and space variation: it may be argued
that (for safety concerns) drivers should not be subject to large
and sudden speed limit changes, both in space and time. To
address time variation, the difference between two consecutive
speed limits posted at the same sign can be limited to not
exceed a determined value, e.g., 20 km/h at time steps not less
than, say, 1 min. To address space variation, it is necessary
to have multiple adjacent application areas, where each one
imposes a speed limit which is at most 20 km/h higher
than the one immediately downstream (or the nominal speed
limit, whichever is lower). The most downstream area simply
imposes the speed limit corresponding to the VSL value
computed by the control algorithm. Depending of the range of
allowed speed limits, a different number of application areas
may be necessary.

3) Driver compliance to the displayed VSL: driver com-
pliance is an important aspect for VSL systems, and, in
extreme cases of very low compliance, any VSL-based system
may indeed be factually invalidated. But a varying driver
compliance within reasonable levels has only a minor impact
on the feedback dynamics, and hence it is not explicitly
considered in this work. Typically, low compliance implies
an average speed slightly higher than the posted speed limit,
and therefore a higher outflow than the one that is desired for
a given speed limit. With feedback control, a lower speed limit
will be ordered until the flow is sufficiently low or the lower
bound is reached. For related details, the reader is referred to
[12].

III. SIMULATION SETUP

This section discusses the goals of the simulations per-
formed and presents the modeled network and demands used.

A. Simulation Goals

Our purpose is to study how different setups affect MTFC-
VSL. A simple hypothetical network is used with a demand
sufficiently high to ensure congestion occurs in the no-control
case. Different scenarios are simulated in order to test the
influence of the following aspects in system performance:
gain scheduling; way of applying VSL (P-VSL versus S-
VSL); length of VSL application and acceleration areas; VSL
discretization (quantization); and limited variations in time and
space for VSL indications.

B. Network Model and Demand

Figure 5 shows the simulated 4.3 km hypothetical freeway
stretch with two lanes and one on-ramp 300 m upstream of its
end. A 200 m acceleration lane creates the merge area with a
lane drop where the bottleneck is formed. The nominal speed
limit is 100 km/h.

The demand profiles in Fig. 6 extending over a 3-hour sim-
ulation period are used as traffic inputs. A normal distribution
with standard deviation of 10% from the mean is used to
sample entrance times.

On-ramp

Acceleration
area

VSL
application

area

4 km 200 m 100 m
VSL sign 1 VSL sign 2

Fig. 5. Hypothetical network (not in scale)
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C. Simulator Parameters

Traffic is comprised of passenger cars. Default values of the
simulator were used for most parameters, except for reaction
time (0.5 s), vehicle acceleration (1.5 m/s2) and parameters for
the two-lane car following model, which were adjusted for a
maximum speed difference of 30 km/h between mainstream
lanes and 50 km/h between the rightmost and middle lanes in
the three-lane section. These values give a nominal capacity of
3700 veh/h and a capacity drop of around 17% for the studied
demands, in line with field observations [17].

D. Controller Parameters

1) Integral gain: the controller is first tuned for a fixed
integral gain to be used with the linear control law (2).
Empirical tuning for the best performance indicates the value
of KI = 0.005. Then, a set of integral gains is selected
for different ranges of VSL rate b for the use with gain
scheduling. Figure 7 shows the capacity flow/speed limit
relation obtained through simulation. Using piecewise linear
regression we obtained the minimum quadratic error with the
three line segments shown in the figure.

For a nominal speed limit of 100 km/h, the resulting ranges
for the three segments and respective gains are approximately:
0 < b ≤ 0.3 and KI = 0.004; 0.3 < b ≤ 0.5 and KI = 0.012;
and 0.5 < b ≤ 1 and KI = 0.045. The gains are proportional
to the ratios between the slopes of the respective line segments.
With these, the control strategy is fast at high speed limits
and remains stable at low ones, providing sufficiently good
performance.

Note that these values and Fig. 7 are different from those
previously used in [34]. The difference is due to the fact
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Fig. 7. Piecewise linearization of the capacity flow/speed limit relation

that less points of the capacity flow/speed limit curve are
considered when performing the piecewise linearization in the
present work, so different line segments are obtained. This
change is made because the previous piecewise linearization
resulted in specific gains for very narrow ranges of b, and
the lowest gain was actually rarely used. By considering less
points broader ranges of b for the two lower gains are obtained,
so the gain decreases sooner. Because of this, simulation
results for most scenarios are also different in this paper.

2) Set-point: a critical occupancy ocr of 19% is found from
the no-control scenario (see Section IV). This value is used as
the set-point ôout in all control scenarios. The critical speed
is around 85 km/h.

E. Occupancy measurement

In the simulated scenario, the merge point of on-ramp and
mainstream vehicles changes according to the incoming flows.
When traffic is low, vehicles are able to change lanes more
easily and thus merging happens closer to the on-ramp. Near
breakdown, merging is usually closer to the lane drop. Since
each detector has a limited coverage area more than one
detector is needed for a proper occupancy measurement, as
sometimes congestion may start forming far downstream or
upstream from a given detector.

For this reason, five detectors are placed spaced 50 m apart
in the 200 m area between the on-ramp and the lane drop. The
highest measured occupancy at each interval is taken as the
control measurement. In the majority of control intervals, this
corresponds to the readings taken in the middle detector.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results correspond to the mean of 10 replications
using different random seeds. Table I summarizes the results
for the tested scenarios. Its columns correspond to the scenario
number, whether gain scheduling is being used, the length of
the application and acceleration areas, the way of applying
VSL, the Total Time Spent (TTS), and the TTS reduction in
relation to the no control case. For scenarios 7 to 9, various
discretization possibilities are considered.

Flows, occupancies, speeds, and VSL rates are shown in
Figs. 8 and 10, always corresponding to the replication that
showed the TTS closest to the mean. Dotted lines denote the
set-point. The graphics presented show flow measurements
corresponding to the total of all three lanes, while occupancy
and speeds correspond to the mean of the two mainstream
lanes.

It is important to note that the purpose of the present work
is not to verify how much MTFC-VSL can improve traffic,
but to study how different control setups affect MTFC-VSL.
Therefore, improvement in relation to the no-control scenario
should be viewed mainly as a measure for comparing two
different control scenarios and not as an absolute measure of
performance.

A. Base Scenarios

Table I, rows 1–3, summarizes the base scenarios with flows,
occupancies, speeds, and VSL rates shown in Fig. 8(a–c).
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SIMULATED SCENARIOS

Scn.
Gain

Sched.
App/Acc. areas

lengths (m)
VSL
type

TTS
(veh·h) %

1 – – – 1137 –
2 No 300/275 P-VSL 787 −30.8
3 Yes 300/275 P-VSL 676 −40.6
4 Yes 300/275 S-VSL 621 −45.4
5 Yes 100/275 P-VSL 606 −46.7
6 Yes 300/175 P-VSL 646 −43.2

Scn. Other
TTS

(veh·h) %
7 Scn. 3 + Discrete VSL 803 −29.4
8 Scn. 7 + Limited VSL time variation 842 −25.9
9 Scn. 8 + Limited VSL space variation 989 −13.0

Application and acceleration areas are fixed and P-VSL is used
for MTFC-VSL.

1) Scenario 1 - No control (Fig. 8(a)): the congestion
formed at t = 0.7 h leads gradually from a capacity flow
of 3700 veh/h to an outflow of 3070 veh/h, a drop of 17%.
Despite the decreasing demand entering the network after
t = 1.5 h, it takes until t = 2.5 h before congestion
is dissolved. The Total Time Spent by all vehicles during
simulation is equal to 1137 veh·h.

2) Scenario 2 - Integral control with fixed gain (Fig. 8(b)):
the slow reaction of the controller causes a peak in occupancy
at around t = 0.8 h. The peak is followed by large variations
in flow and occupancy (and in the control action b) around the
set-point, which is undesirable despite the decrease in TTS of
30.8%. A gain increase aiming for a faster reaction of the
controller would turn the system oscillatory or even unstable
at low speed limits.

3) Scenario 3 - Integral control with gain scheduling (Fig.
8(c)): the controller reacts faster at high speed limits with
smoother action at low speed limits when compared to the
previous scenario. Capacity flow and critical occupancy are
maintained most of the time with an improvement in TTS of
40.6%. The flow dip at t = 1.0 h reflects the control reaction to
a sudden increase in occupancy. The value of KI for b between
1.0 and 0.5 is considerably larger than the fixed gain used in
Scenario 2, allowing the earlier reaction seen for t between
0.5 and 1 h. All the following scenarios also consider the use
of gain scheduling.

B. Point versus Section VSL Application

Scenario 4 in Table I is analogous to Scenario 3 but with
S-VSL instead of P-VSL. Corresponding plots are shown in
Fig. 8(d). TTS in this case is further improved to 45.4% less
than in the no-control case. Control reaction is even faster than
in the P-VSL case and smoother. Capacity flow and critical
occupancy are maintained most of the time as well, and in this
scenario there is no peak in occupancy or reduction in flow
around the start of actuation, unlike Scenarios 2 and 3.

C. Effect of the Length of the Application and Acceleration
Areas

To evaluate the effect of the length of the acceleration and
application areas, several scenarios with P-VSL are simulated
for both areas varying one length while the other is kept
fixed, using the parameters of Scenario 3 as a base. Fig. 9
summarizes the TTS results.

The conducted simulations indicate that shorter application
areas improve performance. The best results were observed
with application areas as short as 100 m, although results
considering a 50 m long application area were very similar.
Such short areas are insufficient for vehicles travelling at the
nominal speed limit (100 km/h) to decelerate to the lowest
possible speed limit (10 km/h) in the performed experiments.
However, it should be noted that 50 and 100 m long application
areas are sufficient for lesser speed variations, such as a 20
km/h change. In a typical simulation most variations of speed
limit between two control periods are inside this limit.

Although simulation results show a better performance with
short application areas, in the event of field application it must
be taken into account that having two (or more) conflicting
speed limit signs very close to each other might be confusing
to drivers.

With respect to acceleration areas, best results were obtained
with a length of around 175 m. Longer areas increase delay,
while shorter ones are not sufficient for vehicles to accelerate
to vcr. Indeed, with a short acceleration area (less than 175 m)
vehicles are unable to reach the critical speed at the bottleneck
when very low speed limits are applied. Specifically, for the
scenario referring to the point with the shortest acceleration
area shown in Fig. 9(b), only the last three detectors placed in
the merging area are used instead of all five, because vehicles
approached the start of the merging area with very low speeds,
leading to occupancies that are too high. A similar study for
the case of merging control with traffic lights at work zones
found better results for an acceleration area of 200 m for a
section with 80 km/h speed limit [35].

The visible degradation for increasing length of either
area is expected due to the introduced delay, which is more
pronounced when increasing the length of the application
area; and also due to the the change of vehicle speed at the
bottleneck when altering the length of the acceleration area.

Scenarios 5 and 6 are chosen as representative scenarios
of length changes in application and acceleration areas for
comparing with Scenario 3. Flows, occupancies, speeds, and
VSL rates are shown in Fig. 8(e) and (f), respectively. In Fig.
8(e) the transitory effect (‘void’) is not noticeable because
of the short application area. Also, the shorter delays lead to
a faster traffic response and better performance, and allow a
faster controller (with higher gain) to be used with stability.
A 46.7% reduction in TTS is obtained, and all curves for
Scenario 5 are smoother than for Scenario 3.

In Scenario 6 there is also a (less pronounced) reduction in
delay, leading to a faster traffic response, although not as fast
as in Scenario 5 (see Fig. 8(f)). Still, a 43.2% reduction in
TTS is obtained.
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(a) Scenario 1 - No control, TTS = 1137 veh·h
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(b) Scenario 2 - Single gain integral control, 300/275 m long areas, P-VSL, TTS = 787 veh·h, Improvement: 30.8%
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(c) Scenario 3 - Integral control with gain scheduling, 300/275 m long areas, P-VSL, TTS = 676 veh·h, Improvement: 40.6%
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(d) Scenario 4 - Integral control with gain scheduling, 300/275 m long areas, S-VSL, TTS = 621 veh·h, Improvement: 45.4%
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(e) Scenario 5 - Integral control with gain scheduling, 100/275 m long areas, P-VSL, TTS = 606 veh·h, Improvement: 46.7%
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(f) Scenario 6 - Integral control with gain scheduling, 300/175 m long areas, P-VSL, TTS = 646 veh·h, Improvement: 43.2%

Fig. 8. Flow, occupancy and speed measured in a detector placed at the bottleneck for six different scenarios

D. Field Deployment Aspects

Table I, rows 7–9, summarizes the results for scenarios
considering certain implementation aspects, keeping all other

parameters equal to those used for Scenario 3. Flows, occu-
pancies, speeds, and VSL rates are shown in Fig. 10(a–c). For
each scenario, two speeds are shown. Gray lines in the speed
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(a) Scenario 7 - Discrete VSL, TTS = 803 veh·h, Improvement: 29.4%
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(b) Scenario 8 - Discrete VSL with limited VSL time variation, TTS = 842 veh·h, Improvement: 25.9%
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(c) Scenario 9 - Discrete VSL with limited VSL time and space variation, TTS = 989 veh·h, Improvement: 13.0%

Fig. 10. Flow, occupancy and speed measured in a detector placed at the bottleneck for three different scenarios. All scenarios have gain scheduling, 300/275
m long areas and P-VSL

charts correspond to values computed by the control algorithm,
while black lines correspond to the (rounded) values displayed
for drivers.

1) Discrete VSL: for Scenario 7, only values that are
multiple of 10 km/h are allowed as admissible speed limits
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Fig. 9. Variation of TTS with the length of the (a) application and (b)
acceleration areas with P-VSL and integral control with gain scheduling.

(i.e., VSL ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 90, 100} km/h). Limiting controller
action this way leads to a deterioration in performance. TTS
is 29.4% better than in the no control case and 10% worse
than in Scenario 3.

It can be seen in Fig. 10(a) that there are large variations in
flow, speed and occupancy. These are caused by the controller
constantly switching between 10 and 20 km/h, as it cannot
assume an intermediate value and must alternate between one
that is too high, and one that is too low. Since the induced
flows by 10 and 20 km/h are very different, large fluctuations
are inevitable.

The degradation in performance with Discrete VSL should
be lower if more intermediate values were to be admissible
for VSL, or if the flows induced by different speed limits
approached a more linear relation, like the one modelled with
the METANET simulator (Fig. 2). The first aspect is a matter
of choice for the designer and authorities, while the second
depends solely on the capacity flow/speed limit relation.

2) Limited VSL time and space variation: in Scenario 8,
besides discrete VSL, we also consider that the difference
between the displayed speed limit in two consecutive control
intervals cannot exceed 20 km/h. Overall, results are similar
to those obtained for Scenario 7, as can be seen in Fig. 10(b).
There is a decrease in TTS of 25.9% in relation to the no
control case, which is worse than in the previous case.

Finally, in Scenario 9 we also address VSL space varia-
tion, by considering that there are five adjacent application
areas. The last one is exactly like the application area in all
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other scenarios, with a length of 300 m and ending in the
acceleration area. The other four application areas are located
upstream, each being 500 m long. The speed limit in each
of the four upstream areas is (i) never lower than that of the
next downstream area; (ii) not much higher than the mean
speed at the respective application area; and (iii) unless one
of the first two rules applies, either 20 km/h higher than that of
the adjacent downstream area, or equal to the nominal speed
limit (100 km/h), whichever is lower. The purpose of rule
(ii) is to avoid drivers being subjected to high speed limits
while in a congested area, while rules (i) and (iii) ensure a
smooth increase in speed going upstream from the application
area. With this setup, spatial speed limit variation between two
adjacent points in the freeway is never larger than 20 km/h.
The reduction in TTS is lower than in Scenario 8. Still, an
improvement of 13% in TTS is obtained. In Fig. 10(c) we can
see large fluctuations in speed, occupancy and flow, just as in
the two previous scenarios, but more severe.

It is noteworthy that here these practical aspects have a
considerably larger effect on control performance than what
was observed in [12]. This larger deterioration in performance
may be related to the transitory effects of a speed limit change
with P-VSL. By allowing only discrete values for b, we allow
only sudden changes in b, which causes larger “voids” of
vehicles when decreasing speeds (in contrast to small ones
when the change in b is less abrupt). Also, by having several
application areas, the transitory effects repeat in each area.

E. Space-time congestion analysis

Space-time plots are interesting for visualizing how traffic
conditions evolve along the entire network. Figure 11 depicts
space-time plots of vehicle speeds for Scenarios 1, 3 and
9. Speeds are represented by colors, with red for 10 km/h,
deep blue for 100 km/h, and shades of red, orange, yellow,
green and blue for speeds in between. The x axis shows
distance measured from upstream to downstream. The on-ramp
is located at x = 4000 m and the bottleneck is located at
x = 4075 m. In Scenarios 3 and 9, the (last) application area
starts at x = 3500 m and ends at x = 3800 m, where the
acceleration area begins.

Figure 11(a) depicts vehicle speeds for the no control case.
The orange region corresponds to a congested area, where
vehicles travel with lower speeds. Congestion starts at around
t = 0.7 h in the bottleneck area and grows towards upstream.
After demand decreases the congestion recedes, and is finally
dissolved aproximately at t = 2.5 h.

Figure 11(b) shows vehicle speeds for Scenario 3. Here
there is also a visible region with lower speeds, corresponding
to the controlled congestion caused by MTFC-VSL. This
region is smaller than the one in Fig. 11(a) and has a lighter
color. This congestion visibly has a higher speed and lasts for
less time than the congestion in the no control case. Also, in
this case congestion starts at the application area instead of at
the bottleneck.

Vehicle speeds for Scenario 9 can be seen in Fig. 11(c). The
congested region has a pattern of yellow and orange stripes,
caused by the shockwaves propagating upstream created by the
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Fig. 11. Space-time diagram showing vehicle speed in the network for (a)
Scenario 1, (b) Scenario 3, and (c) Scenario 9

switching of VSL between 10 and 20 km/h. The congestion
duration for this scenario is between those of scenarios 1 and
3, and it stretches in space farther than any of them. However,
it has (overall) a lighter color than in the no control case,
indicating higher (mean) speeds (i.e., a less intense congestion)
resulting in less overall time for the dissolution of congestion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Mainstream Traffic Flow Control (MTFC) is applied up-
stream from an on-ramp merge bottleneck in a microscopic
simulation environment by the use of Variable Speed Limits
(VSL). Several control aspects not addressed in previous works
based on macroscopic simulation are observed. Applying VSL
in a specific location (P-VSL) rather than along an entire
section (S-VSL) makes the system considerably slower and
introduces transitory effects, which makes S-VSL desirable
if possible. Simulation results show that shorter application
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and acceleration areas decrease delay. Even with a highly
nonlinear relation and P-VSL, improvements in the order of
40% in total time spent by traffic were achieved. These were
obtained for a capacity drop of around 17%, so in scenarios
with lower drops the benefits will not be so pronounced.
The consideration of practical aspects, such as discrete VSL,
show that significant improvement may be obtained in practice
although their negative impact in performance seems more
pronounced than previously reported. The capacity flow/speed
limit relation is a vital part of the MTFC concept and should
be further investigated. As is, large reductions in speed limit
are necessary to induce the intended flows to avoid congestion
and may affect acceptance of the method.
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